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Ráðhús Reykjavíkur 

 

 

 

Fyrirhuguð ferð formanns borgarráðs til Stokkhólms til þátttöku á Stockholm 

Sustainability Summit 16-17. apríl 2024. 

 

Formaður borgarráðs Dagur B. Eggertsson heldur til Stokkhólms 15-17. apríl, til að taka 

þátt í Stockholm Sustainability Summit. Fundurinn er haldinn í þriðja skipti en að þessu 

sinni snýr meginumfjöllunarefnið að ákvarðanatöku til að flýta fyrir loftslagsaðgerðum í 

borgum (role of data & evidence-based decision making for accelerating climate action 

in cities).  

 

Formanni borgarráðs hefur verið boðið að halda aðalræðu í kvölddagskrá á viðburðinum 

til að ræða sjálfbærni borga með helstu hagsmunaaðilum og kjörnum fulltrúum. Fjallað 

verður um forystu í stafrænum umskiptum og hvernig það verður sífellt mikilvægara að 

nýta gögn og innsýn til að stuðla að sjálfbærri þróun bæði í borgum og atvinnulífi þeirra. 

 

Allur ferða- og gistikostnaður formanns borgarráðs er greiddur af fundarhöldurum. 

 

 

Virðingarfyllst, 

Helga Björk Laxdal 

skrifstofustjóri borgarstjórnar 

 

 

 

Hjálagt: Upplýsingar um Stockholm Sustainability Summit og Stockholm 
Sustainability Dinner 
 

 



 

 

Stockholm Sustainability Summit Event Schedule 

 

Stockholm Sustainability Dinner 

16 April 2024, 18:00-20:00 

Regeringsgatan 29, 111 53, Stockholm 

Overview 

In conjunction with our annual sustainability summit, an exclusive dinner will be held the 

night before to discuss today’s pressing sustainability challenges among key stakeholders 

and leaders in Stockholm. The theme for the evening will go along with the summit’s (The 

data driven city) but focus more on leadership in the digital transition and how it is 

increasingly important to leverage data and insights in order to promote sustainable 

development in both cities and the business community. 

 

Attendees 

The audience (roughly 50 participants) will include those in leadership or a high-level capacity 

from key Swedish companies as well as politicians and others in leading positions who work 

within sustainability. We hope to include those in the tech and innovation sector as they are 

key to creating smarter, more sustainable solutions. 

 

Format and Agenda (subject to change) 

Introduction to evening and short speech 

- Andreas Hatzigeorgiou, CEO, Stockholms Handelskammare 

Keynote speech 

- Keynote 

Fireside chat/Questions from the audience 

- Keynote 

- Andreas Hatzigeorgiou, CEO, Stockholms Handelskammare 
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Stockholm Sustainability Summit: The data driven city 

17 April 2024, 15:00-17:30 

Regeringsgatan 29, 111 53, Stockholm 

Overview 

In its third year the Stockholm Sustainability Summit will focus on the role of data & 

evidence-based decision making for accelerating climate action in cities. The summit will be 

broken down into two sessions, in the first the focus will be on how and why we should use 

data in decision making and the importance of incorporating these insights at all levels of 

policy, business, and other organisations as we strive to build sustainability cities. The second 

session will aim to showcase various real-world examples of how data can be used to inform 

and build smarter, more sustainable cities. 

More information can be found here on our past summits: 

https://stockholmshandelskammare.se/stockholm-sustainability-summit/ 

More information about the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce is available on our website: 

https://stockholmshandelskammare.se/ 

 

Attendees 

The audience (roughly 150-200 participants) for our summits in the past has included those 

working within sustainability in some capacity, whether that is in property development, built 

environment, infrastructure, mobility, etc and has also included politicians and civil servants 

as well as others in academia and non-profit organisations. This time we hope to include 

those in the tech and innovation sector and those who are working with data. 

 

Format and Agenda (subject to change) 

Session 1: Data in decision making (15:00-16:00) 

- Introduction and welcome by Andreas Hatzigeorgiou, CEO, Stockholm Chamber 

- Keynote speaker: Paul Wilson, Chief Business Officer, Connected Places Catapult (20 

minutes) 

- Q&A w/ keynote + moderator (Daniella Waldfogel, Vice CEO, Stockholm Chamber)  

- Panel + moderator (Daniella Waldfogel, Vice CEO, Stockholm Chamber) 

o Pru Ashby, Head of Sustainability, London & Partners 

o Annika Jacobson, Special Coordinator for Climate Action, City of Stockholm 

o Possible third participant 
 

Break (16:00-16:15) 

Session 2: Data in practice (16:15-17:30) 

- Presentation 1: Startup (David Lindström, Head of Commercial, Univrses)  

https://stockholmshandelskammare.se/stockholm-sustainability-summit/
https://stockholmshandelskammare.se/
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- Presentation 2: Built Environment (Anna Kerr, Executive Director, Sweco)  

- Presentation 3: Telecoms (Kristofer Ågren, Head of Product, Data Insights & IoT, 

Telia)  

- Panel + moderator (Daniella Waldfogel, Vice CEO, Stockholm Chamber) 

o David Lindström, Head of Commercial, Univrses 

o Anna Kerr, Executive Director, Sweco 

o Kristofer Ågren, Head of Product, Data Insights & IoT, Telia 

 

 

London x Stockholm After Work 

17 April 2024, 17:30-20:00 

Regeringsgatan 29, 111 53, Stockholm 

Networking event to follow the summit, in partnership with London & Partners. 

Supported by the Mayor of London, London & Partners is the business growth and 

destination agency for London. As part of their strategy to strengthen and promote 

the city’s global business network they will be visiting Stockholm and the Nordics to 

build connections in these new markets with a delegation of UK-based startups that 

have demonstrated high growth potential. These 10 up and coming companies, 

representing sectors such as PropTech, CleanTech and Circular, will be on site to meet 

with as well as other partners and actors within climate-focused investment & 

innovation.  

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keynote Speaker Information 

The Stockholm Chamber of Commerce will cover flight and hotel costs for the speaker. We 

recommend that the speaker make the bookings and send an invoice to the Chamber for 

reimbursement.  

- Accommodation: we recommend Hotel At Six (https://hotelatsix.com/) 

Invoice information: 

Invoice address: 

Emily Nagler 

Stockholms Handelskammare Service AB 

Fack 2200 

FE 1072 

75175 Uppsala 

Mail the invoice to: invoice@stockholmshandelskammare.se 

https://hotelatsix.com/
mailto:invoice@stockholmshandelskammare.se


 

 

Stockholm Sustainability Dinner 

16 April 2024, 18:00-20:00 

Regeringsgatan 29, 111 53, Stockholm 

Overview 

How can we build and lead cities that are embracing the digital transition towards a 

sustainable future? 

In conjunction with our annual sustainability summit, an exclusive dinner will be held the 

night before to discuss today’s pressing sustainability challenges among key stakeholders 

and leaders in Stockholm. The theme for the evening will go along with the summit’s (The 

data driven city) but focus more on leadership in the digital transition and how it is 

increasingly important to leverage data and insights in order to promote sustainable 

development in cities. Dagur Eggertsson will provide his perspective from Reykjavik and what 

changes the city as made to be more data driven, how that came about, and how it functions 

today. As the former chair of the OECD Champion Mayors for Inclusive Growth Initiative he 

will also share how European cities are reaching their sustainability goals by sharing best 

practices and building strong networks both between cities and within them.  

 

Attendees 

The audience (roughly 50 participants) will include those in leadership or a high-level capacity 

from key Swedish companies as well as politicians and others in leading positions who work 

within sustainability. We hope to also include some from the tech and innovation sector as 

they are key to the development of smarter, more sustainable solutions. 

 

Agenda 

18:00-18:20 Guests arrive and mingle (seated by 18:20) 

18:00-18:20 Canapés and drinks served 

18.20-18.25 Introduction by Andreas Hatzigeorgiou 

18:25-18:30 Chef Oskar Persson presents menu 

18:30-18:50 Dinner served 

18:50-19:10 Keynote speaker (Dagur Eggertsson)  

19:10-19:30 Dinner cleared, dessert served 
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19:10-19:30 Fireside chat with keynote speaker + Andreas  

19:30-19:50 Q&A with audience (Dagur + Andreas as moderator) 

19:50-19:55 Closing remarks (Andreas) 

19:55-20:00 Finish eating 

 

Fireside Chat 

Possible questions: 

- Can you share three lessons you have learned about the role of leadership and 

governance to promote sustainability? 

- How can city leaders effectively engage citizens in decision-making processes to 

ensure inclusion and sustainability in urban planning? 

- How can city administration effectively leverage data to address sustainability 

challenges and make informed decisions that are both evidence-based and inclusive? 

- When cities implement smart technologies, there are often concerns about 

exacerbating existing inequalities. Groups that are already marginalized, do not have 

the finances or the time to get involved are at risk of being left out of development. 

How can city leaders ensure that smart city initiatives prioritize equity and inclusion, 

especially for marginalized communities? 

- You have emphasized the importance of cooperation in city governance. Can you 

share successful examples of cooperation models between politicians, business, 

citizens, and civil society to promote sustainability initiatives? 

- Building sustainable cities requires a long-term vision and planning. At the same time, 

it is clearer today than before that there are constant fires that must be put out. How 

do you balance short-term political pressure and changing public opinion with the 

need for long-term strategic and sustainable urban development? 

- To track progress towards sustainability goals, robust metrics are essential. How can 

cities develop meaningful indicators and measurement methods to assess the 

effectiveness of their sustainability initiatives and ensure accountability to citizens? 

- Cities around the world face similar sustainability challenges. How can international 

cooperation and knowledge sharing between cities facilitate the exchange of best 

practices and innovative solutions to create more sustainable urban environments? 

- What do you see as the most pressing challenges and opportunities for cities to 

achieve their sustainability goals, and how can city leaders proactively prepare for 

these future challenges? 

- What role has the business community played in your time leading Reykjavik? Has 

there been good collaboration? Has it served as inspiration for innovation? 
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Keynote Speaker Information 

The Stockholm Chamber of Commerce will cover flight and hotel costs for the speaker. We 

recommend that the speaker make the bookings and send an invoice to the Chamber for 

reimbursement.  

- Accommodation: we recommend Hotel At Six (https://hotelatsix.com/) 

 

Invoice information: 

Invoice address: 

Emily Nagler 

Stockholms Handelskammare Service AB 

Fack 2200 

FE 1072 

75175 Uppsala 

Mail the invoice to: invoice@stockholmshandelskammare.se 

https://hotelatsix.com/
mailto:invoice@stockholmshandelskammare.se
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